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Indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion will require for ignition a highly symmetric x-ray flu
around the capsule. To this end, the “tetrahedral hohlraum,” spherical in shape with four laser ent
holes located at the vertices of a tetrahedron, has been proposed. The first experimental t
this concept, using the OMEGA laser, is reported here. Drive symmetry was probed using ca
implosion symmetries, which varied qualitatively as expected with hohlraum dimensions. Mode
of the experiments gives time-averaged flux asymmetries as low as 1% rms over a 2.2-ns laser
[S0031-9007(99)09118-8]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.50.Jm, 52.58.Ns
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Inertial confinement fusion requires for its efficient im
plementation a highly symmetric capsule implosion. Wit
the indirect-drive approach, this in turn requires a highl
symmetric thermal x-ray drive flux around the capsul
[1]. Using a laser driver, this is achieved by directing
clusters of beams onto the inside wall of a high-Z radia-
tion case, or hohlraum, which symmetrizes the flux b
the continual absorption and reemission of soft x-ray r
diation over the entire wall area [2]. Recently, the con
cept of the “tetrahedral hohlraum,” which is a spherica
radiation case with four laser entrance holes (LEHs) lo
cated at the vertices of a tetrahedron, has been propo
as an effective means for achieving highly symmetric ra
diation drive [3,4]. This is an alternative to the cylindrica
hohlraum with two LEHs located on the ends, which ha
been employed in most hohlraum experiments perform
to date [5,6]. It bears some resemblance, however, to t
6-LEH, spherical hohlraums fielded at the Iskra-5 lase
with 12 beams, for which a high degree of capsule irra
diation uniformity has been reported [7].

This Letter reports the first test of the tetrahedral con
cept, which was performed at the 60-beam, upgrad
OMEGA laser [8]. The drive symmetry was diagnose
from x-ray self-emission images of imploded capsule cor
[9,10]. The capsule-implosion symmetry varied qual
tatively as expected with hohlraum dimensions, scalin
with the time-averaged rms flux asymmetry on the ca
sule,kArmsl, calculated with view-factor codes [4,11]. An
kArmsl as low as 1% over a 2.2-ns laser pulse is given b
0031-9007y99y82(19)y3807(4)$15.00
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the modeling for conditions of the most symmetric implo
sions, which gave x-ray images round to within (4–8)%
The basic energetics of the hohlraums and the capsule n
tron yields agreed with one-dimensional (1D) simulation
using the radiation-hydrodynamics code LASNEX [12].

A schematic of the tetrahedral hohlraum, produced b
a three-dimensional visualization code [13], which show
the individual beam cones entering one of the LEHs an
the centrally located fusion capsule, is given in Fig. 1. Th
60-beam configuration, like the hohlraum itself, has tetr
hedral symmetry [14] with 15 beams introduced at eac
of the four LEHs. These 15 incoming beams are subd
vided into five groups of three beams, each group ha
ing threefold rotation symmetry about an axis extendin
from target center through the LEH center. The beam ce
troids of each group define a cone, having cone angle 23±

(2 cones), 48.8± (2 cones), or 58.8± (1 cone) with respect
to the axis specified above. Beam pointing is strongly co
strained: Each beam must clear the edge of the LEH whe
it enters, avoid the capsule in its initial, unimploded con
figuration, avoid exiting the hohlraum through an LEH on
an opposite wall, and have a maximum intensity at the wa
of ,1015 Wycm2. The rms deviation from the mean of
the 60 beam energies varied from shot to shot in the ran
(5–17)%, but was typically,12%. The rms beam point-
ing accuracy at the hohlraum wall was,30 mm.

Two different size hohlraums were employed, havin
inside radiirh  1150 and 1400mm. The LEH radii were
rLEH  450 mm for the smaller targets and 350, 450, o
© 1999 The American Physical Society 3807
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FIG. 1(color). Schematic of the tetrahedral hohlraum. Th
15 laser beams entering one of the LEHs are indicated
the cones, which show the beam footprints on the front-si
hohlraum wall. In this view two of the four LEHs, indicated
by the spoked-wheel patterns, are seen on the front. The LE
on the rear side are indicated by solid coloring. The capsu
is shown at the center of the target in its initial configuration
This image was produced by the three-dimensional visualizati
code used in the design of the targets.

500 mm for the larger targets. (A hohlraum of radiusrh

and LEH radiusrLEH will be designated byrhyrLEH.) The
targets were thin-wall [15], vacuum hohlraums, fabricate
of Au having thickness 2mm, surrounded by an outer
support layer of epoxy 100mm thick, machined down to
a 25mm thickness in the vicinity of the LEHs to avoid
beam clipping. The capsules were identical to desig
previously fielded on NOVA [5,9,10]. They had an insid
diameter of 440mm, a plastic shell thickness of 55mm,
and deuterium fill pressure of 50 atm doped with 0.1 at
of Ar for imaging purposes. The capsules were mount
at the center of the hohlraum using a Formvar web.

The capsule core images were obtained with tim
integrated pinhole cameras (magnification43) and gated
x-ray framing cameras (magnification123) with ,50 ps
time resolution. Both employed 5mm pinholes, which
provide adequate spatial resolution for the 50-mm-diam
core images. Images were viewed through the wall wi
transmitted 4–8 keV photons and through the LEHs wi
2–8 keV photons.

To establish contact with previous hohlraum exper
ments performed on the NOVA and OMEGA laser
[5,9,16], the experiments used two different laser tempo
pulse shapes for which large databases exist: a 1-ns flat
and a 2.2-ns shaped pulse with a 1-to-3 intensity contr
ratio between a leading 1-ns foot and the main pulse. T
total energy delivered to the target inl  0.35 mm laser
light was typically 31–33 kJ for the 1-ns pulse and 21
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25 kJ for the shaped pulse. The overall energetics of
tetrahedral hohlraum were investigated in the absence o
capsule. The thermal radiation temperature was measu
using the Dante diagnostic [17], viewing through one
the LEHs. The Dante field of view includes a mix o
irradiated and unirradiated wall area and LEH area simi
to what the capsule would see. Consequently, no “albe
corrections” [18] to the data were made. The stimulat
Brillouin scatter (SBS) in the backward direction was me
sured on one beam in a 48.8± cone and was seen to hav
time dependence similar to the laser pulse shape. T
time-integrated backscatter fraction ranged from (3–15)
of the beam energy, depending on the target paramet
in general agreement with measurements on compara
cylindrical vacuum hohlraums [19]. Observations o
beams with the other two cone angles will be required f
a more precise determination of the total backscatter fra
tion. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the radiat
temperature determined by Dante and the correspond
1D LASNEX simulation. The simulation employed the
observed pulse shape (shaped pulse) in an interna
sourced laser beam. It accounted for SBS backscatter
an overall reduction in the total laser energy on targ
by the backscatter fraction observed on the one bea
The non-local-thermodynamic-equilibrium atomic physic
package [12] was used for a proper treatment of the las
plasma interaction at the Au wall. The LEH radiatio
losses were incorporated using asT4

R model applied to
the known total hole area. The agreement between
servation and simulation is satisfactory, with a maximu
temperature inferred from Dante of 180 eV. Comparab
agreement, generally within the accuracy of the diagnos
s,5%d, was obtained for the complete range of targe

FIG. 2. Radiation temperature versus time for a 1400y
500 tetrahedral hohlraum which contains no capsule. T
shaped laser pulse, with a total energy on target of 22 kJ, w
used. The SBS backscatter fraction was 6%. The solid cu
is the Dante result and the dotted curve is the correspond
1D LASNEX result.
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shot. (The 3D view-factor codeBUTTERCUP [4], which
employs a 1D radiation diffusion treatment at each po
on the hohlraum wall but omits hydrodynamic motio
gives radiation temperatures which agree closely with
LASNEX results.) The results for all the empty-hohlrau
shots, including the maximum radiation temperature,
ratio of observed to calculated maximum temperatu
and the SBS backscatter fraction, are given in Table
The highest maximum radiation temperature 229 eV w
obtained with the smaller hohlraum and the 1-ns pul
The same computational procedure was employed
simulate hohlraums containing capsules, assuming no
across the gas-pusher interface. The capsule converg
ratios are given to beCr > 10 (Cr ; initial capsule
ablator radiusyfuel radius at maximum neutron emission
Neutron yields from simulation and observation cou
be brought into agreement for the better performi
capsules by modest reductions in the hohlraum radia
temperature in LASNEX within the range of uncertain
in the Dante data.

Considering now the radiation flux symmetry, Fig.
presents computational predictions for the asymmetry
the capsule together with the observed capsule core
ages for two substantially different hohlraums. The
sults on the left are for an 1150y450 hohlraum with a 1-ns
pulse; the results on the right are for a more symme
cal 1400y350 hohlraum with the shaped pulse. The u
per plots are view-factor calculations [11] ofs32, theY32
component ofArms [14] obtained using the time-depende
wall albedos,astd, from the 1D LASNEX simulations.
The calculations show thatArms is produced predominately
by s32 as in Ref. [4]. This is consistent with Ref. [3]
which shows that thel  3, 4 components are the lowes
order, nonvanishing contributions to the flux asymme
for an ideal tetrahedral target. The predicted asymme
was reduced in the right-hand target by increasingrh, i.e.,
increasing the case-to-capsule area ratio, and decrea
rLEH, diminishing the effects of the cold holes. The co
self-emission images, shown in the lower portion of Fig.
reflect the flux asymmetries experienced by the capsu
during their implosions. These images were taken alo
a line of sight through an LEH or through the thin wa
directly opposite an LEH. Images obtained in these t
directions were usually in good agreement. The distort
r

TABLE I. Empty-hohlraum radiation temperatures.

Hohlraum Pulse Laser energy sTRdDante Observed/ SBS
rhyrLEH shape (kJ) (eV) calculated backscatte

1150y450 Flattop 31.5 219 0.96 N.A.
1150y450 Flattop 31.0 229 1.01 5.4%
1150y450 Shaped 25.1 198 0.96 9.5
1400y450 Flattop 32.0 209 0.95 3.4
1400y500 Shaped 22.0 180 0.94 7.1
1400y350 Shaped 21.7 189 0.94 4.8
1400y350 Shaped 22.1 180 0.95 14.8
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d of the image from sphericity, which is extracted from the
50% intensity contour, will be used as a quantitative mea
sure of the implosion symmetry. Specifically it is the ra-
tio of the maximum to minimum (minimum to maximum)
radius of them  3 Fourier component of the 50% con-
tour when the image lobes point generally toward (midwa
between) the opposite three LEHs [20]. For the triangu
lar, left-hand image, the lobes point toward the opposit
three LEHs, which are predicted to be “cold spots” in the
flux distribution where the drive is minimum and the cap-
sule convergence would be locally reduced, as observe
In this cased  1.16. The core image on the right is
significantly more symmetrical withd  0.96, consistent
with the reduction ins32 given by the view-factor cal-
culation. The resultd , 1 indicates a hole-hot average
flux asymmetry, although the effect is quite small. For
this implosion, the calculatedT4

R-weighted, time-averaged
asymmetry iskArmsl , 1%, a factor-of-3 reduction from
the left-hand case. The observed implosion symmetr
correlates with the predicted flux asymmetry. The cor
relation is supported by 3D implosion simulations with
prescribed tetrahedral flux asymmetry and the simplifie
atomic and radiation physics models currently availabl
in 3D [21]. The overall drive-symmetry picture should
become clarified with the development of fully integrated
3D radiation-hydrodynamics simulation capability, which
will make possible a more reliable determination ofArms
from capsule-implosion data. Prior to the shots there wa
concern for the 58.8± beams, which skirt the ablating Au
wall for an extended distance, and for the 23.2± beams,
which are focused inside the hohlraum in the path of th
capsule blowoff. This could have caused undesired bea
deflection, enhanced SBS, or possibly other undesired e
fects. There was, however, no evidence of target degr
dation from these phenomena, possibly because the targ
ideally retains tetrahedral symmetry, with the suppressio
of l  1, 2 components, regardless of 3D effects.

To summarize, the concept of the tetrahedral hohlraum
has been tested for the first time in a series of shots u
ing the 60-beam OMEGA laser. For a range of hohlraum
parameters and two different laser-intensity pulse shape
the overall energetics of the hohlraum and capsule neutro
yields were in general agreement with 1D simulations us
ing the LASNEX code. A maximum radiation temperature
3809
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FIG. 3(color). Comparison between two different tetrahedra
hohlraum designs: the 1150y450 target with the 1-ns pulse on
the left and the 1400y350 target with the shaped pulse on th
right. Plots (a) and (c) shows32, the predicted time-dependen
rms flux-asymmetry component.s32 , s.d 0 indicates a hole-
cold (hole-hot) configuration. The lower part of the figur
shows the corresponding x-ray images for the two capsu
implosions. Image (b), obtained with the smaller hohlraum
shows a triangular pattern havingd  1.16 with the lobes
pointing toward the three opposite LEHs (not shown). Imag
(d), obtained with the larger hohlraum, is more nearly roun
d  0.96, and is consistent with the more symmetrical flu
distribution predicted by the view-factor calculations.

of 230 eV was observed with the 1-ns laser pulse. T
x-ray images of the most symmetric implosions, whic
had predicted convergence ratioCr  10, were spherical
to within (4–8)%, showing that the tetrahedral hohlrau
is indeed capable of producing very spherical implosion
The modeling for these implosions gives an average r
flux asymmetry in the 1% range. In other shots, whe
the implosion asymmetry could be clearly resolved, th
qualitative features of a dominantY32 component were ob-
served, as expected from basic symmetry consideratio
The implosion symmetry could be controlled by the sy
tematic variation of hohlraum dimensions and scaled in
manner consistent with the predicted capsule flux asy
metry. A full assessment of the tetrahedral hohlraum f
advanced laser drivers will require consideration of gas fi
beam smoothing, beam bending and stimulated scatter
processes under relevant plasma conditions, and poss
other features of ignition hohlraums now under consider
tion [1,19].
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